We consider the family of graphs ω-periodic graphs. These are graphs which arise as the limits of periodic extensions of the nearest neighbor graph on the integers. We show that all ω-periodic graphs are ameanable. We also provide examples of ω-periodic graphs which have exponential volume growth, non-linear polynomial volume growth and intermediate volume growth.
Introduction
The main point of this note is to present a family of natural and simple infinite graphs, arising as limits of periodic graphs on Z. Some of these graphs has essentially different coarse geometric properties than Cayley graphs or vertex transitive graphs and are resembling some random constructions of long range percolation clusters on Z.
The graphs that we will consider are all obtain as the limit of periodic graphs. The proof of the theorem will be given in the next section presenting and analyzing three examples. The most interesting of these examples is the graph of intermediate growth. That is the number of vertices within distance n from the origin grows faster than any polynomial, yet slower than any exponential. Other graphs with intermediate growth have arisen in algebra as well as probability.
Remarks:

1
• One motivation for these constructions is to get simpler deterministic graphs with similar geometric properties as Bernoulli long-range percolation on Z. In long range percolation on Z a random graph is constructed with Z as its vertices set, and attach an edge e v,u between v, u ∈ Z with probability p |v−u| , determined only by the distance between v and u, independently of all other pair of vertices. Long-range percolation on Z was introduced and studied in [7] , [6] and [1] . These papers mainly studied when an infinite cluster exists.
The more recent papers [2] , [3] and [4] studied the coarse geometric properties in particular volume growth (or diameter in the finite variations). Set p 1 = 1 and p |v−u| = β|v − u| α , it was observed in particular that when α > 2 a.s. the random graph has linear volume growth, when 2 > α > 1, it has intermediate growth, yet large intervals admit polynomially small boundaries, when α ≤ 1, all degrees are infinite. It was conjecture in [3] that when α = 2 one gets polynomial volume growth with powers depending on β. These random graphs arose also as toy models for social network models.
• Well known example of a Cayley graph of intermediate growth is the Cayley graph of
Grigorchuk's group, see e.g. citeDL. These graphs do not have logarithmic bottle necks like our example.
Ameanable
Our first result is the following. 
Examples
Example 1 (Basic Dyadic Layers):
The vertices of G are the integers, Z. Define the sets of edges
for all n ∈ Z and k > 0.
We refer to the edges in E k as the kth layer. The degree of every vertex of G (except for 0) is 4. More useful than our description is the picture below.
To analyze the growth rate of the ball centered at 0 we make the following definitions. For i ≥ 1 and j ∈ Z let x i,j be the distance from 0 to (j + 1/2)2 i in the graph G i . The next lemma gives us an inductive relationship for x i based on x j , j < i. In Lemma 2 we will calculated x i explicilty. Lemma 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. It is easy to check for i = 1, 2 that the first formula is true. Fix i and j. Assume the lemma is true for all k < i and for all j.
Fix j. Let P be an oriented path in G i from 0 to (j + 1/2)2 i which has minimal length. Let k be the largest integer such that an edge of P is in E k . It causes no loss of generality to assume that k < i. (This is because there is a first point of the form (j + 1/2)2 i in P . If the lemma is not true for i and j then it is also not true for i and j .)
Since P has minimal length and i > 2 then it is clear that k > 0. Divide P up into three parts, P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 , as follows. Let n 1 be the first point in P of the form (n 1 + 1/2)2 k . Let n 2 be the last point in P of the form (n 2 + 1/2)2 k . Then P 1 is the portion of P connecting 0 to (n 1 + 1/2)2 k , P 2 connects (n 1 + 1/2)2 k to (n 2 + 1/2)2 k , and P 3 connects (n 2 + 1/2)2 k to (j + 1/2)2 i . Then we have that
The existence of a path of the minimum distance is easy to construct.
We now calculate x i exactly. Let y n = n 2 + 3n + 2 2 3 and z n = (n + 2)2 n − 2 n+1 + 1.
Lemma 2. For all i and n, if y n < i ≤ y n+1 then
. In particular x yn = z n .
Proof. The proof is by induction. It is easy to check that the lemma is true for all i ≤ y 1 = 3.
Now assume that the lemma is true for all j < i. Note that this implies that the sequence
By Lemma 1 x i = min k<i f (k). Let n be the largest integer such that y n < i. We break the proof up into two cases. The first is when i < y n+1 and the second is when i = y n+1 .
Case 1:
We show that the minimum of f (k) occurs at two values, i − n − 1 and i − n − 2.
More specifically we show that f (k) is decreasing up to i − n − 1 and increasing afterwards. Let m = i − n − 1. Since y n < i < y n+1 we have that y n−1 < m ≤ y n . Thus
We now calculate for j < m
We also have that
For l > m we have
From these three calculations it is clear that f obtains its minimum at m − 1 and m. It is easy to check that the induction hypothesis gives the right value for x i .
Case 2: Now we have that i = y n+1 . We claim that in this case the unique minimum of f occurs at m = y n . By the induction hypothesis we have that
For l > m
From these calculations it is clear that f obtains its minimum at m.
Thus
x y n+1 = 2z n + 2 n+1 − 1 = 2((n + 2)2 n − 2 n+1 + 1)
Thus the induction hypothesis is true for i and the lemma is proven. Now we use this information to estimate the growth rate of the ball around 0. 
Alternative Constructions
If you put in only subsequence of these layers you get different examples of subgraphs of G.
What is the volume growth of G and natural subgraphs of G (poly growing subsequences, lacunary )? One can see that for G intervals has logarithmic boundaries. Given two integers identify the shortest path between them.
Exponential Growth
In this section we will construct an ω-periodic graph that contains a dyadic tree. Thus the graph has exponential volume growth. Again we let
be the graph between adjacent integers.
Let p i be the ith prime,
Notice that if t m,j = t m ,j then m = m and j = j .
Define the mth level by
Another way to describe E m is as follows. Let Proof. Note that V m+1 ⊂ L m+1 ∩ R m . Then the 2 m vertices at distance m from the root are V m+1 . Lemma 6. L m ∩ ∪ m−1 j=1 L j = ∅ and R m ∩ ∪ m−1 j=1 R j = ∅.
Proof. Fix an m. Every element of L m mod l m+1 is only divisible by powers of p m . Every element of ∪ m−1 j=1 L j mod l m+1 is divisible by at least one prime less than or equal to p m−1 . Thus the two sets are disjoint.
Fix an m. Every element of R m mod l m+1 is only divisible by powers of p m+1 . Every element of ∪ m−1 j=1 R j mod l m+1 is divisible by at least one prime less than or equal to p m . Thus the two sets are disjoint. Lemma 7. The degree of any vertex in E is at most five.
Proof. For any z ∈ Z the degree of z is 2 plus twice the number of m such that z ∈ L m plus the
